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There has been a growing interest in Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) that utilizes mobile nodes 
for various purposes. These mobile wireless sensor networks tend to suffer from constant link 
breakages mainly caused by connected nodes moving apart, often moving very quickly. These 
lost connections require WSNs to constantly repair the network connections; this constant 
maintenance in turn causes power and packet losses and very noisy network conditions. 
However a performance extending metric can be implemented in order to reduce the frequency 
and occurrence of lost links between a parent node and its child. As such a directional 
preference Estimated Transmissions Count (ETX) measure was developed for the Collection Tree 
Protocol (CTP) in order to create longer lasting links. This thesis describes and measures the 
performance of this directional preference ETX measure utilizing various metrics such as Packet 
Reception Ratio, average number of beacon transmissions per node, Parent changes and various 
others. The Packet Reception Ratio metric is primarily used to compare this directional 
preference ETX measure to other popular WSN algorithms such as M-Leach, Geographic Greedy 
Forwarding and as well regular CTP due to the differences in topology between these 
algorithms. Based on the packet reception ratio the directional preference ETX measure 
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1.1 Wireless Sensor Networks 
Wireless Sensor Networks have been developed and researched for many years, and have been 
improved upon so that they are now capable of monitoring large swaths of land and sea and 
have even been utilized within buildings. There is a multitude of routing solutions available to 
optimize multi-hop WSNs to perform such that they are either energy efficient, decrease 
overhead or decrease amount of dropped packets all of which can be classified into three 
categories: Data Centric, Hierarchical Cluster based and Location based routing as has been 
mentioned by Sharma [1]. Some of these methods include Collection Tree Protocols (CTP), Geo-
Routing, Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks (MANET), Clustering Algorithms. However as technology has 
improved the ability to make nodes within a network move under their own power to survey 
areas hazardous to humans or to place nodes in environments that make them move such as 
flowing rivers or further still attach nodes to humans or animals to measure vitals have provided 
routing techniques with challenges in routing and forwarding of data that previous stationary 
node routing techniques have difficulty with. These new mobile wireless sensor networks now 
have to be able to handle situations where combinations of some or all sinks and or nodes 
within a network are mobile. Further still situations where the mobility is beyond control of the 
network such as when nodes are attached to animals and their paths are impossible to predict. 
A Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is a collection of devices commonly referred to as sensor 
nodes. The purpose of these nodes within a network can vary, their primary task can include the 
collection of a variety of data utilizing various sensors within a single node to only measuring a 
single variable per node in order to pass on the data immediately or collect it for future use. 
Since each of these nodes are constrained to a limited amount of power, processing and data 
storage, their secondary function; the forwarding of data towards a sink; is extremely important 
in order to utilize the collected data of each node.  
Generally a node within a network is usually made up of a core set of parts such as a sensor in 
order to collect data, external memory in order to store collected data, a transceiver in order to 
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communicate with other nodes, a processor or microcontroller to process sensed data and to 
use the transceiver to send and receive data from other nodes, and finally a power source to 
power everything within the node.  
A typical WSN will contain one or more sinks which are devices that collect the data that the 
nodes within the network send to be handled. Within these networks the nodes are structured 
in one of two general ways. The first is a network of nodes that are a single hop away from the 
sink meaning that each node in the network is directly connected to their sink. The other 
structure is a collection of nodes that require multiple hops for a data packet to reach the sink. 
This type of network utilizes nodes between the sink and the furthest nodes as relay points to 
forward the data to the sink. Both methods have their pros and cons. Single hop networks have 
better reception and power consumption but have very limited coverage or range. Multi hop 
networks in contrast can cover large areas however suffer from wireless communication 
collisions and must use extra power to forward data.  
1.2 Challenges of WSNs 
A Wireless Sensor Network as a whole is the collection of sensor nodes along with a sink. Usually 
these sensors can be deployed in an ad-hoc manner and are generally without any 
infrastructure, apart from the sink which is a key element within the network. However without 
sensor nodes there is no network and yet these nodes are the weakest part of the network as 
they are the main source of constrains within the network. The lifespan of a WSN tend to be 
limited by the amount of energy they store and the amount of power drain caused by 
communication, sensing, and data processing [2]. Some methods of prolonging the lifespan 
include aggregation of data which reduces the amount of power consumed by the radio[3], [4] 
or even reducing the number of times update packets are required [5]. 
 Another challenge that is faced by WSNs is the robustness of the network although networks 
are capable of recovering from lost links such as various fault tolerances [6] that have been 
implemented in different WSNs. Topology of networks are also important in the performance of 
and maintainability of a network , if there is low or limited connectivity between nodes a 
network cannot be sustained [7]. Link longevity is another issue WSNs must deal with, link losses 
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between nodes mean that the network will need to expend additional resources in order to 
repair lost links.  
1.3 Problem Statement  
Mobility introduces an increase to overhead to routing protocols within WSNs due to the fact 
that nodes that are in communication may leave each other’s radio range causing the protocol 
to have to find a new parent. This causes the network’s topology to be fluid which in turn forces 
the routing protocol to rebuild the routing tree. In order to for a routing protocol to cope with 
such fluid changes in topology it must quickly react to lost links, repair only the portions that are 
broken, be able to identify loops and choose a parent that would be unlikely to be lost. 
1.4 Thesis Statement  
The goal of this research is to document the design and implement of an improvement for a CTP 
based network utilizing mobile nodes to minimize the need to rebuild links between nodes 
improving connectivity and reducing the amount of overhead caused by beaconing. This work 
will describe two modifications, the first is the adjusting the method in which child nodes select 
their parents in a network. As well as creating a variable beaconing delay which is dependent on 
the direction of travel that a parent and child are headed in, such that when both vectors of 
travel are compared the nodes will seem to be relatively static to each other or otherwise 
moving apart at a very slow rate.  
1.5 Methodology 
The methodology to complete this work began with a literature review of related works and 
backgrounds, in order to create a foundation of understanding of the structure and 
performance of various algorithms that handle mobile WSNs utilizing different topologies. Once 
a better understanding of these networks was attained a hypothesis of a simple modification to 
CTP in order to improve connectivity was made and applied. This modification was then tested 
by simple comparison against an unmodified version of CTP under different conditions including 
enabled and disabled trickle algorithm which is incorporated in CTP as well as varying speeds, 
node count and network area.  Performance tests on the modification were conducted in order 
to determine how the algorithm performed under different stressors such as: large areas, 
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different speeds, small to large number of nodes. Finally a comparison against different types of 
popular algorithms utilizing different topologies to determine how the modification of CTP 
measures up. 
1.6 Contributions 
Previous research has demonstrated that mobility poses a challenge in WSNs [1][8]. As such the 
main contributions of this work are: 
- A directional preference ETX measure for CTP which improves connection longevity 
between a parent and a child traveling in approximately the same direction 
- Criteria based trickle algorithm enabling metric which simply enables the trickle 
algorithm if a parent and child are traveling in the same direction.  
Additionally the preliminary results found in this thesis were published in the following venue: 
 Krynicki D, Liscano R. (2017). Directional Preference Collector Tree Protocol for Mobile 
Wireless Sensing. Lecture Notes on Data Engineering and Communications 
Technologies, vol 7. Advances in Network-based Information Systems (NBIS 2017), 
Toronto, Canada (339-350) [9].   
1.7 Thesis Structure  
This thesis is organized into six chapters. The first chapter contains the introduction which 
covers a brief on Wireless Sensor Networks, the challenges that they must deal with, a thesis 
statement, methodology and contributions made. The second chapter begins with an overview 
of the related work that is associated to the research conducted. The following chapter 
describes the Collection Tree Protocol as well as the design modification made to it. The fourth 
chapter describes the network model that was used for simulating and collecting data through 
this work.  The results of all the various simulations are found in the fifth chapter, which 
contains data on the initial comparison between modified and unmodified CTP, performance 
analysis of the modified CTP from here on named Directional Preference CTP (DP-CTP) and 
finally a comparison against other popular routing protocols. Finally the sixth chapter contains 





Mobile nodes within Wireless Sensor Networks provide additional challenges to any network. 
The biggest challenge faced is the routing of data, mobility within a system such as this can 
cause path loss as well as forwarding issues which in turn may create collisions and congestion 
while trying to retransmit missed packets. There can be three types of wireless sensor networks 
based on the type of nodes used: protocols where all nodes are static and sink is mobile, 
protocols where nodes are mobile and the sink is static and finally where all nodes and sink are 
mobile. Additionally different types of protocol solutions have been designed and created to 
support these types of networks.  
2.1 Routing Topologies 
There are three common types of network topologies that are utilized in wireless sensor 
networks, these being Tree, Clustering, Chain, and Flooding topologies.  This related work 
section will only cover the first three types.  
2.1.1 Clustering Topology 
These types of topology protocols utilize cluster heads to service a group of nearby sensor nodes 
which collect and aggregate data. Once data is collected and prepared it is then forwarded to 
the sink. These types of protocols however efficient in forwarding data suffer from lots of 
overhead from cluster membership management [8]. There are a variety of clustering protocols 
with different methods used to select a cluster head. 
LEACH a popular Clustering algorithm documented by Heinzelman et al. [10] randomly selects a 
cluster head to distribute the energy load amongst all the nodes within the network. 
Conventional clustering algorithms at the time used static pre-selected cluster heads that would 
be utilized for the life of the network [10]. LEACH  is broken up into rounds; at the beginning of a 
round the set up phase occurs where clusters are created by nodes electing themselves to 
become cluster heads and broadcasting their availability to their neighbours who which in turn 
decide to choose to which neighbouring cluster head they shall belong to. The next phase is the 
steady state phase where data transmission occurs between these nodes, specifically from a 
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node to a cluster head and the data aggregated before being forwarded to the sink. This second 
phase is the longest phase. Once a round is over the cluster heads are reselected by way of 
randomization, this is done to prevent a single node from depleting its power source by 
receiving and processing its clusters packets before forwarding. 
One such protocol similarly to CTP was modified to be better utilized in mobile scenarios. Kumar 
et al. [11] improved upon LEACH and created a Mobility Metric Based LEACH mobile protocol, 
which is similar to LEACH in that it selects cluster heads which service local nodes and aggregate 
data before forwarding it towards the sink. This protocol operates in two phases: set-up phase 
and steady-state phase. The first phase or set-up phase is the when all initial cluster formation 
occurs while the steady-state phase handles the data transfer between nodes. Normally during 
the set-up phase a node is selected as the cluster-head based on its power resources however in 
Mobile LEACH the relative motion of the cluster head to its possible children is taken into 
account. Since cluster heads handle lots of traffic they are prone to failure, as such LEACH would 
normally randomize the selection of the next cluster head. When mobility is an issue this would 
cause problems because a randomly selected node might move out of reach faster from the 
surrounding neighbour nodes. Mobile LEACH handles this by utilizing a mobility factor in the 
selection process to choose a node that does not leave its cluster area which means it would be 
a more stable cluster head. 
Oh et al. [12] propose another version of clustering; called Dynamic Direction Vector Hop 
clustering algorithm, this algorithm takes into account the mobile nature of the nodes such as 
velocity and direction in order to form clusters. The idea is to gather nodes into a cluster that 
are traveling in a similar direction and speed so that the frequency of rebuilding the clusters is 
lowered. First the protocol elects the cluster head using coverage. This is accomplished by the 
base station by counting the amount of nodes and their direction within each region. Within 
each region, the base station then selects the most common direction that the nodes are 
traveling and then elects a node traveling in that direction to be a cluster head.  Once a cluster 
head is elected it broadcasts its designation and nearby nodes will choose it as a parent only if 
the direction and velocities are similar to each other. 
The ideas used in these clustering protocols for cluster head selection can also be applied to 
CTP’s selection methods for a single parent node. Although selecting and maintaining a cluster 
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head carries with it more overhead and communication amongst more nodes then does a tree 
protocol where maintenance is only required between a parent and a child node.  
2.1.2 Tree Topology 
The other Topology style utilizes protocols that are tree based which are designed to create 
connections that branch from the sink node towards the rest of the sensor nodes which create 
in essence a network map that would resemble a tree. 
One of the more popular tree based protocols namely CTP is a tree-based collection protocol 
that manages dynamic paths to sinks from sensor nodes. This protocol is also responsible for 
handling data transmission along these paths. Additionally it is also capable of maintaining a 
network with multiple sinks, which is possible because CTP is address free and sensor nodes are 
not responsible for selecting a full path to the sink, but only towards a parent which in turn 
selects its own parent; this is repeated until the sink is selected as a parent [13]. In other words 
the sink is chosen implicitly by choosing a neighbour to send data to [14]. Parents are chosen 
based on beacons that are broadcast which are used to assist in generating paths between 
nodes in order to create a path to a sink in network [15]. Tree creation and maintenance for CTP 
is further described in section 3 
Overview of CTP. 
Otman [8] investigated slight modification to CTP to attempt to improve its Packet Reception 
Ratio by incorporating support nodes that are static. These support nodes were used such that if 
a regular sensor node would lose its parent it would then automatically connect to a support 
node before finding another parent. These support nodes were also given a higher buffer size to 
be able to handle large volume of disconnected nodes. Additionally it was found that additional 
modifications such as removing the trickle algorithm and lowering the amount of 
retransmissions provided better results. 
Hassanzadeh [16] found that the original reaction to timeouts cause massive changes to the tree 
structure, especially when a node close to the sink loses its parent. When this occurs all the child 
nodes will disconnect and then look for new parents which would cause a lot of overhead for 
the rebuilding of the tree. His solution was to change the ETX to the maximum value, which 
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would only cause the next child to find a new parent thereby preserving the branch. After a few 
beacon broadcasts the nodes on the branch would automatically update their ETX over time as 
they received their new parent ETXs. This gradual change does have some growing pains during 
the tree update but is much less destructive and energy consuming than the original. 
Flathagen et al. [17] developed a hybrid version CTP named O-CTP which is an opportunistic 
variant of CTP. It still utilizes the original routing portion of CTP but utilizes a new opportunistic 
routing method, which when certain conditions occur will trigger the switch between the two 
different methods of routing. This opportunistic method takes advantage of the broadcasting 
nature of this type of network and assumes that all neighbours in the direction of the sink are 
listening and one of the nodes is able to forward the data. This portion of the algorithm does 
however assume that the neighbour nodes are capable of hearing the packet, broadcasting the 
packet to a subset of neighbours lowers the probability of lost packets. 
2.1.3 Chain Topology  
Chain topology can be observed mostly within Geo Routing protocols as the nodes generally 
connect to each other basically by finding the furthest node that is still in range possible or some 
similar criteria. This method in essence creates chains where nodes that are close to each other 
have a good chance of never sharing a common parent even though they are very close to each 
other. It is still possible for some chains to appear as branches normally found in tree based 
protocols however all nodes that are within range to the same parent do not necessarily choose 
the same parent. This is unlike tree protocols where a parent is an optimum hop node due to a 
particular metric even though it is not an optimum distance point between node and sink. 
 Leontiadis et al. present GeOpps [18] which is a geo routing protocol that exploits the available 
information provided by navigation systems to find the best location to forward data. It 
accomplishes this by calculating a nearest point on its suggested route that is closest to the 
destination of the packet. Additionally it makes a decision based on its neighbours and if they 
will reach the nearest point sooner or their path will be closer to the destination. This is simply 
calculated by calculating what is known as a  Minimum Estimated Time Of Delivery for the 
packet (METD) the equation used by GeOpps [18] METD = ETA to Nearest Point + ETA from 
Nearest Point to Destination. 
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Zhu et al. [19] utilize a probabilistic approach utilizing directions and relative angles to the sink 
node to determine the optimal time to broadcast a packet specifically if the node will be a single 
hop from the sink. This is achieved utilizing three rules, the first rules indicate that if the node is 
already within broadcasting distance it should transmit its packets. The second rule calculates if 
the node will be within broadcasting distance of the sink and if it is it will hold its packet until it 
reaches the optimal location, at that point the node will transmit its packets. The first two rules 
assume that the Probability is equal to 1 because the node is 1 hop away from the sink. The 
third rule calculates the probability of the next destination path, if the next destination and its 
path will coincide with the broadcasting range of the sink to maintain a 1 hop transmission it will 
hold the packet, otherwise the probability is calculated by incorporating the communication 
angle and the final decision on whether to transmit or not is based on the data transmission 
algorithm.  
Nasipuri et al. [20] developed a method for nodes within a sensor network to determine their 
angular bearings based on received beacons. This is accomplished by three fixed nodes that 
broadcast special beacons which sensing nodes use by comparing the times in which it receives 
a beacon from the same static node and uses that to determine if it is headed towards or away 
from it. Each directional broadcasting node sends its beacons at regular intervals.  The times can 
be used to extrapolate displacement and then using trigonometry calculate the angular 
direction of travel for the node. The results in [20] show that the localization scheme performs 
with high accuracy whilst not being very complex. They indicate that the error due to the beam 
width of the static nodes falls within 15 degrees. 
Seada et al. [21] describe a handful of forwarding strategies for lossy networks all of which are 
based on distance based forwarding, to improve parent selection. Original Greedy forwarding 
forwards data to a node that is within range but is closest to the sink. Distance based Blacklisting 
prevents nodes from blindly selecting nodes but gets rid of options based on if the node resides 
in an area that is near the furthest reach of the radio, this is an effort to ignore nodes that may 
have low reception rates because of how far away they are. Absolute reception based 
blacklisting eliminates nodes that have a reception rate that is lower than some criteria amongst 
the nodes that are the furthest away but still in range. Relative Reception based blacklisting 
black lists all nodes that have a reception rate below some threshold and then the node furthest 
away but still in range is then selected.  Best reception neighbour is a method that only selects a 
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node based on the best packet reception ratio. Best packet reception ration and distance utilizes 
the product of the reception rate and the distance improvement that would be achieved by 
selecting a particular node, the distance improvement is calculated utilizing the following 
formula: 
 
1 −  
𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑛𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑟 𝑡𝑜 𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛




They found that reception based forwarding strategies perform better compared to distance 
based strategies. Additionally they found that joining the reception strategy and the distance 
measure performed the best in their simulations. 
Bertanha et al. [22] proposes a Greedy Geographic Forwarding (GGF) based routing protocol 
LOGR (Joint Localization and Geographic Routing-based Data Dissemination) that uses packets 
broadcast to determine locations. In a basic GGF protocol a node selects a parent that is within 
range but is as far away from the node as possible. Since small and cheap nodes would generally 
not contain a GPS, LOGR utilizes the packets that are broadcast by neighbours and the sink to 
determine a nodes location, this is accomplished by a trilateration algorithm. Additionally nodes 
that determine their location based on the sink are more reliable because the sink is fitted with 
a GPS while regular sensing nodes are not.  LOGR utilizes static sensing nodes and a mobile sink, 
in order to create paths to the sink the sink must broadcast its location, each time it broadcasts 
this it applies a time to live value that is reduced each time a sensing node forwards this 
information. LOGR uses an algorithm that incorporates the distance to the sink, the 
neighbouring node, the power of the neighbour node and the weighting factors for the distance 
and power variables in order to determine which neighbour is the best node to forward to. The 
paper [22] goes on to indicate that the algorithm performs equally well as GGF however it has 
been able to improve the network lifespan. 
2.2 Simulators 
With the aim of investigating a protocol some form of testing is required; the reliable method 
would be to construct a real network and apply the protocol in question and study the results. 
This however is an extremely expensive process both in time and money. A more appropriate 
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approach is to analyze the protocol within a simulator. This approach allows for many different 
scenarios of varying lengths of time to be conducted quickly, automatically and with very low 
costs. A few surveys available have covered the functionality, pros and cons of various 
simulators [23], [24] such as ns-2, OMNet++ and Castalia, TOSSIM, COOJA/MSPSim just to name 
a few. Furthermore additional surveys and papers cover the reliability of results provided by 
various simulators [25]. As such Castalia [26] allows for the user to easily utilize and modify any 
protocol, it also contains accurate radio and channel models. This simulator is also capable of 
supporting multiple types of nodes within a simulation as well as multiple sinks. Most 
importantly it is able to simulate a mobile network with simple and complex node paths as well 
as supporting custom mobility patterns. As such OMNet++ and Castalia were utilized to 
complete the simulations for this work. 
2.3 Mobility Patterns 
Mobility patterns themselves although innocuous at first glance are extremely important in the 
simulating process. Depending on the simulation, the ability to mimicking traffic for Vehicular 
Area Networks VANETs is key in developing and testing a suitable protocol or the ability to 
generate node movement to simulate foot traffic in an area to forward data through a crowd of 
personal cell phones. As such a research paper [27] has investigated the impact of mobility 
patterns on the efficiency of data forwarding in MANETs as well as survey by Camp et al [28] 
review various mobility models.  Additionally Camp et al [28] concluded that a network protocol 
can provide greatly varying results based on which mobility model is selected, however the 
same mobility model can also provide greatly varying results based on the parameters it is given. 
Additionally Lagkas et al [27] concluded in their research paper that “In general, the more 
independent, dynamic, and less coherent the node movement is, the less paths can be created, 
hence, less transmissions can be successfully completed” [27].  This statement backs up why the 
random way point mobility model is so popular; a mobility model that puts a high strain on a 





Additionally Connectivity is a concern as it is extremely important that in a network without a 
good level of connectivity, the ability to communicate with all the nodes in a network is 
impaired. Various studies have been conducted about the connectivity of a network be they 
mobile or static networks. A successful network should ideally have all nodes connected to a 
sink and where no nodes or clusters are isolated, meaning that the minimum node degree 
should be equal to 1 which would ensure no node is isolated [29]. However because of faults or 
node failures or even high mobility a node which only has one neighbour could easily become 
isolated. Xue et al. [29] concluded in their paper that the following equation: 
𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒 =  5.1774 ∗ log 𝑛 (2) 
 
Indicated how many neighbours are required to keep connectivity healthy, where n is the 
number of nodes in a network. 
Additionally transmission range is also hugely important to the connectivity of a network as such 
Santi et al. [30] investigated the correlation between the area of a network, the number of 
nodes, and the transmission range and how they would affect a two dimensional network. They 
found that the following equation for a two dimensional network: 




Where R is the radio range, n is the number of nodes and l is the length and width of the 
network area which can be used to determine the required criteria for a connected network.  
However this equation for mobile situations should be considered as a lower bound as mobility 








The Proposed Directional Preference Collection Tree Protocol 
This chapter provides an overview of the protocol named the Collection Tree Protocol (CTP) 
which is the basis of Directional Preference-Collection Tree Protocol (DP-CTP) and how the 
network is constructed and maintained. Details on the network tree creation, maintenance, and 
the original ETX calculation. This chapter also covers the rational for the modification of the ETX 
measure for mobile networks as well as the specific changes made to create DP-CTP. 
3.1 Overview of CTP 
This overview explains the structure and function of CTP in order to more easily explain the 
change made to create DP-CTP 
3.1.1 Tree Creation 
CTP’s advantage over other protocols is the lack of dependency of an address structure 
essentially only requiring the location of a parent node. For CTP to operate without the use of 
addresses it creates a singular tree or multiple trees starting from one or more sinks 
respectively.  This method allows for CTP to manage a direct path to a sink even if a connection 
is severed.  
The creation of the tree is initiated by the sink when it broadcasts a beacon providing all its 
neighbours with an ETX of 0 (see Section 3.1.5 for how ETX is calculated); meaning that the sink 
is the final destination and should immediately be selected as a parent by all neighbours that 
receive the beacon. In situations where multiple sinks are available the beacons contain a tag 
that identifies which sink or tree the beacon is advertising. Whenever a node receives a beacon 
it will put the source neighbour into its neighbour table if there is room. If room is not available 
then it will remove a neighbour from the table if it satisfied one of the following cases: 
 A neighbour node has not been updated for extended predefined period of time. This 




 A neighbour that does not have a Link quality yet (𝑄𝑢 or 𝑄𝑏 see section 3.1.5). This 
indicates that the node is not mature and can be determined by the beacons that are 
received.  
 If no nodes in the neighbour table fall into one of the two previous cases then a node 
with an ETX value higher than a pre-defined value can be evicted. This pre-defined value 
can be selected based on application requirements. 
 If none of the rules above cause an eviction and if the new beacon contains an ETX 
lower than any in the table currently it will replace the neighbour with the highest ETX. 
The sink always has the lowest ETX and will always replace a node in this case. 
 
If none of the cases are satisfied the node is then ignored.  
 
Once a node receives a beacon from the sink it will select it as its parent. That node will then 
broadcast its own beacon advertising its own availability to its neighbours. This new beacon will 
provide all nearby nodes the ETX of that node which indicates the distance or cost to the sink. 
Following the same rules nearby nodes will receive the beacon make their decisions based on all 
received beacons, and repeat. This will occur repeatedly until all nodes are connected to a sink. 
When a node is selecting a parent from its own neighbour table it will select a neighbour with 
the smallest ETX. If there are two or more nodes that have the same ETX in the neighbour table 
which are also the lowest, the inequality sign used in the ‘IF Statement’ to differentiate ETX will 
determine if the first node or the last node is selected. If the inequality sign is looking for less 
than or equal then the last node in the table will be selected otherwise if it is just comparing 
using less than, the first node in the neighbour table would be selected.  
3.1.2 Tree Maintenance 
CTP allows for the recovery of connections to the sink in an efficient manner. When a node that 
supports multiple children becomes disconnected from its parent, instead of instructing its 
children to find a new path, the disconnected node will search for a new parent to the sink. This 
method maintains the tree after it was disconnected with only one node requiring a 
reconnection rather than all children in that branch. Once reconnected overtime the children 
will receive updated beacons from their respective parents and the system will then contain the 
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correct ETXs. After calculating the new ETXs the nodes will if needed adjust their paths to the 
sink.  
3.1.3 Scalability 
CTP’s tree formation and maintenance is so simple while utilizing no addresses and relying on 
beacons to advertise paths allow it to be wildly scalable. This is possible because in an already 
existing network of nodes adding a new node means that the new node will listen for beacons 
and simply select the best neighbour in the area and set it as its new parent, effectively 
attaching itself to a branch of the tree. Assuming that the nodes have infinite power and infinite 
bandwidth the network could support the addition of additional node indefinitely. Under 
normal circumstances there is a saturation point, where by the addition of new nodes in a 
confined area would cause for congestion on all nodes. Replacing dead nodes in a network by 
introducing a new node by simply placing it in the area can be done indefinitely after a dead 
node is removed. 
3.1.4 Loop Management 
If a disconnection occurs within the network and a node must now select a new node from its 
neighbour list, there is a possibility that a child node might be selected, this includes any level of 
separation of child nodes. When this occurs a node will recognize that the multi-hop ETX value 
received is lower than its own, this indicates that a loop has occurred because a child’s ETX cost 
must be higher than the parent because the ETX is the sum of all prior ETXs plus the source 
node. If this occurs the nodes will request the neighbour nodes to reset the beacon intervals, 
which will allow for a quicker repair of the loop. 
3.1.5 ETX Calculation 
ETX values that are used in the creation of the neighbour table are calculated by the Link 
Estimator. A neighbour cannot be selected as a parent until the 1-Hop ETX value is calculated. 
The calculation for the 1-Hop ETX value is completed based on the incoming and outgoing link 
quality. The link quality is calculated based on the number of successfully transmitted data 
packets sent to a node’s parent over a period of time 𝑤𝑢 or  𝑤𝑏 for outgoing and incoming 
qualities respectively.  This is accomplished through beacons that are sent, when each beacon is 
sent its sequence number is provided as well as the amount of beacons that were sent by that 
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node, and an incrementing value is kept for each beacon received by that node. The quality of 
the outgoing link is then calculated by dividing the amount of received beacons by the total 
number of beacons sent [31] , which is shown by the following equation where  𝑄𝑢 is the quality 
of the outgoing link, 𝑛𝑢 is amount of unicast application packets sent, and 𝑛𝑎 is the total 
amount of acknowledgements from the parent. 
𝑄𝑢 =  𝑛𝑢/𝑛𝑎 (4) 
 
Similarly the incoming link quality is calculated based on the number of unicast application 
packets including retransmissions divided by the amount of acknowledgements from the parent, 
which is shown by the following equation where  𝑄𝑏 is the quality of the incoming link, 𝑛𝑏 is 
amount of received beacons from the parent, and 𝑁𝑏 is the total amount of beacons sent by 
that same parent.  
 
𝑄𝑏 =  𝑛𝑏/𝑁𝑏 (5) 
 
With these results the ETX can be calculated using the following equation: 
 
𝐸𝑇𝑋1𝐻𝑜𝑝 =  𝛼𝐸𝑇𝑋𝑄 + (1 −  𝛼𝐸𝑇𝑋)𝐸𝑇𝑋𝑜𝑙𝑑 1𝐻𝑜𝑝 (6) 
 
Where the most recently calculated  𝑄𝑢 or 𝑄𝑏 can be used for 𝑄  and 𝛼𝐸𝑇𝑋 has a default value of 
0.9. 
Once the one hop ETX is calculated, it is added to the ETX of the parent to create the ETX the 
node will later broad cast. 
 
𝐸𝑇𝑋𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒 =  𝐸𝑇𝑋𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 + 𝐸𝑇𝑋1𝐻𝑜𝑝 (7) 
3.2 Rational for the Directional Preference Collection Tree Protocol 
The main purpose of DP-CTP is the selection of a parent node that is traveling in the same 
direction as the child is to reduce the frequency these connections have to be changed. When a 
connection is stable the tree requires fewer instances of rebuilding which means it can save 
processing and power, which in turn would allow the network to forward more data instead of 
focusing on rebuilding failed connections. The aforementioned Trickle Algorithm under these 
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circumstances would in essence be performing in a static environment which means it would be 
able to help lower the frequency of beacons being sent. 
A best case scenario as shown in Figure 1  where Node C has two possible parents, the first 
potential parent Node B which is traveling in the opposite direction of Node C, and the second 
potential parent moving in the same direction as Node C but which has a slightly worse ETX. 
Under regular CTP Node C would connect to Node B and when the range between the two 
would be too great would have to reconnect. Utilizing DP-CTP parent selection process Node A 
would be selected, regardless of the slightly poorer ETX, in this case Node C can hold onto their 
parent for a longer period of time which would reduce the amount of beacons required to 
maintain the network.  
The following examples assume that Node C is unable to connect to the sink.  
 






Figure 2: Worst Case Scenario 
A worst case scenario shown in Figure 2  shows a case where parent Node A was selected 
utilizing the DP-CTPs selection criteria for child Node C. In this case Node A will shortly leave the 
range of the sink and Node C would have to select a new parent, as such the ideal choice in this 
scenario would have been Node B as it is headed towards the sink, however it was not chosen 
because the 𝜃 calculated would have disqualified it as a parent. As such this selection would 
mean that the child would have to select a new parent (or the sink). However Node A after it 
had left the range of the sink would then select Node C as its parent and would then require 
fewer reconnections as it would stick with its parent longer. This can be demonstrated in Figure 
3 where two chains of nodes are moving in opposite directions. Node C in this case would still 
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select the parent moving away from the sink (Node B) however Node B afterwards would select 
B1, and then B1 would select B2 as their new parents when their previous parents have left the 
rang of the sink. This selection process would allow for the nodes to maintain a stronger 
connection to the sink unlike if any of the B nodes would have selected an A node as a parent. 
Generally speaking the worst case scenario for this protocol when all nodes are taken into 
consideration is random waypoint model; this is due to nodes having low chances of having the 
same or similar direction of travel. The ideal mobility model for the network as a whole would 
be something akin to a two way highway as nodes would only need to reconnect to a new 
parent once they have left the range of the sink and would need to select a new parent. 
 
 
Figure 3: Grouping 
 
3.3 DP-CTP 
In an effort to improve the performance of CTP in mobile situations modifications to CTP were 
necessary. Since mobile nodes tend to lose connections to their parent and neighbour nodes 
mostly due to leaving radio range and less so to causes commonly found in static WSN, it 




3.3.1 Directional Preference ETX 
In an effort to reduce the need to rebuild the tree constantly due to nodes moving away from 
each other in the network requires an adjustment to the selection of parents. The selection of 
parents in vanilla CTP is based on just an ETX, if the nodes know their current direction they can 
selectively choose a different parent utilizing a simple modification to the ETX , specifically 
modifying the ETX with the calculated 𝜃 between two node’s directional vectors.  
 
This can be accomplished by each node maintaining the knowledge of their current direction 
and broadcasting it with their beaconing or by use of some compass or GPS. To limit the amount 
of data required all nodes would assume the same domain, such as 0° being due east, 90° being 
north, 180° West, 270° South. Utilizing a simple calculation a node can calculate its own theta 
based on its current location and its intended location. Formula used is:  
𝜃 = tan−1 (
∆𝑦
∆𝑥




This equation provides a 𝜃 between 0° and 90° and the vectors are then used to extrapolate the 
correct 𝜃 within a Cartesian plane. When the other node receives this value it will compute its 
own and will calculate the difference. If the difference is greater than 180 the difference is 
subtracted from 360° to account for directions that are headed in a similar direction  such as 1° 
North of East and 359° which would actually be 1° South of East.  
 
The idea is that if nodes are heading in the same direction the nodes will stay in range for longer 
periods of time and thus will require to reselect a new parent less often. 
 
Once the difference of 𝜃 is calculated it can be simply summed with the current ETX with the 𝜃, 
which provides enough adjustment to select a more appropriate node. 
 




3.3.1.1 Network Initialization 
If the network is initialized when all nodes are stationary the first few ETX calculations will not 
incorporate the Directional Preference modifier as the nodes would not have any displacement 
and thus could not calculate a 𝜃 . The modifier will only be broadcast in the next beacon if the 
node has moved sufficiently to be able to calculate a valid ∆𝑦 or ∆𝑥. If the nodes are given time 
to start moving before broadcasting their ETXs the first beacons will contain the modifier 
𝜃𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 .  
3.3.1.2 CTP Data Frame 
The data frame for DP-CTP was not altered from the original CTP the definition of it is 
documented in [14] , the data frame contains the following: 
Element Number of bits Purpose 
P 1 Is the routing pull request. This allows nodes to request routing 
information. 
C 1 Is the Congestion notification. Which is set if a node drops a 
Data frame. 
Reserved 6  
THL 8 Time Has Lived, this indicated the amount of hops this frame 
has traveled, it is incremented form 0, if the value has reached 
255 it will be incremented to 0. 
ETX 16 For DP-CTP the ETX is the value calculated in  (9 
Origin 16 The originating address of the packet, which is never modified 
once set. 




Collect_id 8 Higher-level protocol identifier. 
Data  Remainder of 
packet size 
The data being sent, comprised of zero or more bytes. 
Table 1: CTP Data Frame 
As it is explained in [14] the usage of Origin, Sequno, and Collect_id is used to describe an 
original data packet that is sent, while using the THL in addition to the previously mentioned 
items, would describe a unique instance of the data. The ability to determine this information 
allows for the protocol to recognize a loop and drop packets. 
3.3.1.3 DP-CTP Routing Frame  
The DP-CTP routing frame format contains the following: 
Element Number of 
Bits 
Purpose 
P 1 Is the routing pull request. This allows nodes to request routing 
information. 
C 1 Is the Congestion notification. Which is set if a node drops a 
Data frame. 
Reserved 6  
Parent 8 The node’s current parent 
ETX 16 For DP-CTP the ETX is the value calculated in  (9 
Theta 16 the value calculated in  (8 which is required to calculate the 
𝜃𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 to incorporate in the new ETX 
Table 2: DP-CTP Routing Frame 
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3.3.2 Relative Motion Trickle Algorithm 
The Trickle Algorithm originally is used to lower the amount of control overhead that is required 
for the network to stay healthy. It accomplishes this by increasing the time needed between 
broadcasting of beacons. The initial time interval starts at some minimum value and doubles 
after every successful transmission which will increases up to a maximum value [5] [32] . Under 
certain circumstances the interval must be reset to the minimum value to allow for the 
connection to stabilize again. The circumstances that induce a reset include the detection of a 
routing loop, a congested node, or a node broadcasting a beacon with a pull instruction. 
This algorithm however was designed with static nodes in mind; as such in a mobile scenario it 
would not be beneficial at all since all the nodes would have to keep resetting the interval to the 
minimum value. Ideally updating neighbours with beacons more frequently means that nodes 
can recover from lost parents more quickly and that disabling the trickle algorithm is better 
when nodes are moving quickly which was observed by Otman [8]. 
Since the algorithm is designed for static nodes, and DP-CTP chooses parents based on criteria 
that would simulate a nearly static network, changing when the trickle algorithm is employed 
can improve performance. As such DP-CTP enables the trickle algorithm only when a parent that 
is relatively stationary compared to its child which is determined by calculating a 𝜃𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 . If 
this value is less than or equal to 10° the trickle algorithm is enabled. This is beneficial to the 
network as nodes that are stable update less often while nodes that lose connections frequently 
are capable of updating faster due to the increased beacons broadcast.  Therefore if a parent 
and its child are traveling in the same direction lowering the frequency of broadcast beacons 
would decrease overhead, collisions, and power consumption. The reduction in collisions would 
also lower the frequency of retransmissions possibly lowering the amount of power required to 
handle communication. The reason  10° was chosen was that nodes would stay approximately 
twice as long within range compared to traveling apart at 20°.  
 









Utilizing equation 10 using 30 meters for R (range) as the max radio range two nodes would 
need to travel for, V being the velocity of the nodes at 4m/s and 𝜃  being the number of degrees 
the nodes are traveling apart for the first case 10° it evaluates to approximately 43 seconds 
before the nodes are out of range of each other. Conversely under the same circumstances but 
traveling  20° apart it would take 21 seconds for the two nodes to be out of range. If the trickle 
algorithm were able to allow for two nodes to increase their update duration sufficiently it 

















Performance of Directional Preference CTP 
In this chapter we investigate the differences between CTP and Directional Preference CTP using 
the same parameters. The performance of DP-CTP is also analyzed with varying parameters such 
as speed, number of nodes radio range. Additionally DP-CTP is compared with a few differing 
routing protocols that utilize different topologies. All simulations use random way point for the 
mobility model. This model implemented in the simulators has nodes that reach the boundaries 
bounce back into the simulation area.    
4.1 Network Selection Criteria 
The radio model explained in [8] contains the following equation: 
𝑃𝐿(𝑑) = 𝑃𝐿(𝑑0) + 𝜇10 log (
𝑑
𝑑0






- PL(d)  is the path loss at distance d 
- 𝑑0 is a reference distance usually defaulted to a value of 1 
- 𝑃𝐿(𝑑0) is the path loss at distance equal to one which is equal to approximately 54dbm 
- 𝜇 is the path loss exponent 
- 𝑋𝜎 is a Gaussian zero mean random variable 
As the network and simulator are the same as the one in [8] this equation can be used to 
determine the distance at different transmission powers. The following table indicates the range 
of the radios based on transmission power. 
Transmission Power (in dbm) Approximate Range in meters 
-7 dbm 25.5 m 
-5 dbm 31 m 
-3 dbm 37.5 m 




The number of nodes selected for the various tests were roughly calculated utilizing  
(3 and a varying range of nodes were selected for each of the scenarios to observe the effects 
different number of nodes in a network can have. For the DP-CTP performance with varying 
network areas sizes the number of nodes was selected by way of scaling of the 50x50 area and 
150x 150 areas to attempt to keep the ratio of nodes to area the same. Additionally Equation (2) 
was utilized to determine that 60 nodes would allow each node to on average retain at least 10 
neighbouring nodes in its neighbour table. This was not changed between simulations as 
retaining more nodes would have resulted in each node requiring additional time to decide on a 
new neighbour.  
 
4.2 CTP vs Directional Preference CTP 
In this section we investigate the differences between CTP and Directional Preference CTP using 
the same parameters. Results are the average of 20 repetitions of the same scenarios in order to 
lower the impact of outlying data points. 
The first test scenario was designed to observe how the algorithm performed without the use of 
the trickle algorithm which is used in static CTP to reduce the amount of beacons sent when the 
system is stable. Ben Otman [8] indicated that the trickle algorithm hinders performance when 
nodes are mobile because it is unable to keep up with the frequent link breakages. Figure 4 and 
Figure 5 indicate what the PRR on average was when the minimum and maximum beaconing 
interval was set to the value on the x-axis (disabled trickle algorithm). Figure 6 and Figure 7 
indicate what the PRR on average was when the minimum beaconing interval was 10000ms and 
the maximum beaconing interval is the value indicated by the x-axis. Equations 2 and 3 were 
utilized to determine the number of nodes and radio ranges, equation 2 was used to determine 
the number of nodes to maintain a node degree of approximately 9 nodes. 





Number of nodes 60 (uniformly distributed) 
Sink location 50,100 
Application Layer Parameters:  
Data Traffic 0.333 packets/second 
CTP values:  
Min interval 10000 
Mobility: All nodes mobile except sink 
Mobility Update interval 100 milliseconds 
Speed 1m/s 
Move time 30 seconds 
Pause time 10 seconds 
Random direction change after move time  True 
Simulation length 300 seconds 
Disabled Trickle Algorithm  




Figure 4: Packet Reception Ratio vs Beacon Interval with Trickle Algorithm Disabled 
 
































































The Packet Reception Ratio (PRR) is based on the total application data sent and received. As it 
is shown in Figure 4 there is little difference between Mobile CTP and regular CTP regardless of 
the radio strength. The slight difference that does occur is due to the lack of initial motion at 
time zero of the simulation. At time zero the nodes do not have a direction as such the default 
ETX is used to decide on a parent node. This means that at the beginning of the simulation there 
is a need to change parents more frequently because of a rapidly adjusting ETX, however once 
the network stabilizes it performs similarly to regular CTP. Figure 5 shows however that the 
regular CTP has more parent changes on average then Mobile CTP during the entire simulation 
length of 300 seconds, although this is the case the changes occur throughout the duration of 
the simulation while Mobile CTP has these changes occur generally at the beginning of the 
simulation. Mobile CTP has fewer parent changes because the algorithm chooses a parent node 
that travels in the same or similar direction so the need to change parent is lowered. In addition 
the amount of parent changes drops as the interval delay increases because it takes longer for 
the nodes to send out a beacon, which means it will take the nodes longer to select a new 
parent. 
The next simulation utilizes the trickle algorithm, which increases the beacon interval time as 
packets are successfully received. The minimum beacon interval was selected at 10000 ms 
because the network needs to update frequently when there is a disturbance, but once it 
becomes stable decreasing the amount of beacons sent is ideal.  
The following figures utilized the same criteria as the previous except that the Trickle Algorithm 




Figure 6: Packet Reception Ratio vs Beacon Interval with Trickle Algorithm enabled 
Figure 6 shows the packet reception ratio performance based on different maximum length 
between beacon broadcasting. In addition it shows the performance with different radio 
strengths. In general, the higher the radio strength the better the Packet Reception Ratio (PRR) 
since the radios can connect to nodes further away which reduces the amount of hops required 
to reach the sink. However the comparison between Mobile CTP (solid lines) with vanilla CTP 
(hollow lines) it is plain to see that Mobile CTP out performs CTP even with a weaker radio signal 
such as Mobile CTP-3dbm (approximately 37m) and CTP -1dbm (approximately 45m). 
Additionally even though it seems in Figure 6 that the change in performance does not change 
significantly there is a positive trend in both versions of CTP that as the maximum interval in 
milliseconds increases the better performance until 95000 milliseconds after which point there 
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Figure 7: Parent Changes vs Maximum interval in milliseconds 
As shown in Figure 7 nodes on average change parents about nine times throughout the 
simulation length of 300 seconds, consistently regardless of maximum interval length, while 
regular CTP declines in the amount of node changes the longer the interval becomes. Mobile 
CTP’s lower performance in keeping the same parent node is due to the late start of utilizing 
directional information because the ETX is modified when the direction is calculated. 
Subsequent beacons sent cause nodes to change parents because all the newly broadcast ETX 
values now incorporate this new directional information and make neighbours more attractive 
parents. This means that additional changes occur at the beginning of the simulation but taper 
off to lower amounts of parent changes later on in the simulation. The side effect of selecting 
nodes based on the modified ETX means that there is no longer a situation where one node 
closer to the sink has the best ETX and is subsequently selected by all its neighbours thus 
flooding it instantly. The adjusted ETX allows for a more spread out tree to be constructed thus 
lowering the amount of back off packets sent by congested nodes, as well as lowering the 
amount of dropped packets in general. It should be noted that the interval of confidence is too 











































Figure 8: Breakdown of Received Packets 
 
Figure 9: Breakdown of amount of control packets sent 
As can be seen by Figure 8 Mobile CTP performs with fewer failed received packets, be it due to 
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around the sink based on the modification of the ETX based on directional preference. This 
adjustment can also be attributed to a lower count of channel busy-congestion back off control 
packets broadcast that can be seen in Figure 9. These results can be attributed to the fact that 
the parent nodes selected are more distributed because there is no longer a single best ETX near 
the sink, nodes are better or worse as a parent in respect to the child node. This causes nodes to 
generally select a parent that travels in the same direction over another node which may have a 
strong ETX otherwise, which in turn lowers the amount of child nodes that are dependent on 
the same parent node, thereby lowering possibility of congestion or collisions in the vicinity 
4.3 Performance Analysis  
The following figures and table have been designed to analyze differing performance of DP-CTP 
protocol based on varying field sizes, node amounts and transmission powers and comparing 
the results. The following tables describe the specific Simulation Parameters:  
Small Field Area 
Parameter Value 
Field Size 50m x 50m 
Amount of Nodes 5,10,15,20,25 
Sink Location x=25 y=50 
Frequency of Data 
Traffic  
0.333 packets per second 
Transmission Power -3 dbm 
Beacon Intervals:  
Minimum 10000 milliseconds 
Maximum 95000 milliseconds 
Table 4: Performance Parameters for a Small Field 
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Medium Field Area 
Parameter Value 
Field Size 100m x 100m 
Amount of Nodes 20,40,60,80,100 
Sink Location x=50 y=100 
Frequency of Data 
Traffic  
0.333 packets per second 
Transmission Power -3 dbm 
Beacon Intervals:  
Minimum 10000 milliseconds 
Maximum 95000 milliseconds 
Table 5: Performance Parameters for a Medium Field 
Large Field Area 
Parameter Value 
Field Size 150m x 150m 
Amount of Nodes 45,90,135,180,225 
Sink Location x=75 y=150 
Frequency of Data 
Traffic  
0.333 packets per second 
Transmission Power -3 dbm 
Beacon Intervals:  
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Minimum 10000 milliseconds 
Maximum 95000 milliseconds 
Table 6: Performance Parameters for a Large Field 
Only the Field Size, and amount of nodes change between the simulations. The 100 by 100 field 
area simulation contains the ideal ratio of nodes to area including the radio range utilizing 
equations 2 and 3, node amounts and field size between the other simulations are incremental 
ratios to aid in comparison. Sink Location changes only to maintain a location that is at the top 
center of the field in question. Additionally the ratio x axis of these figures was chosen in order 
to more easily compare different network areas based on density. 
4.4 Packet Reception Ratio Comparison 
Figure 10 shows how the Packet Reception Ratio (PRR) that was calculated from the simulated 
50m x 50m network area. It is clear that in a small area few nodes can accomplish an extremely 
good PRR while moving at walking speeds. Although it may seem that there is a wide 
discrepancy between these speeds a 1.5% difference in ratio change is insignificant. For such a 
small number of nodes a disconnect between nodes does not affect a very large chain however 
a single node does comprise a large portion of the network, as such if a node leaves the range of 




Figure 10: PRR vs Node Coverage in a 50x50 area 
 
Figure 11: PRR vs Node Coverage in a 100x100 area 
Figure 11 shows a consistent PRR in the medium 100m x 100m area with slower moving nodes 






























































similarly regardless of the volume of nodes in the network. It is worthwhile to mention that the 
medium sized network contained 20-100 nodes among the various simulations.  
 
Figure 12: PRR vs Node Coverage in a 150x150 area 
While Figure 12 shows the results from the large 150m x 150m area, the algorithm at this scale 
performs worse in comparison to the small and medium sized networks, but this can be 
accounted by the number of nodes in the area which were in the range of 45 to 225 nodes.  
The low Packet Reception Ratio that can be seen in the large area network can be attributed to 
the numerous amounts of nodes. Although CTP is capable of accommodating any number of 
nodes the more nodes that are applied the greater chance there is of collisions and congestion 
to occur. The increase nodes means that there is an exponential increase in the amount of 
beacons being broadcast and received as well as packets that are to be forwarded which can 
account for the increase in collisions as well as the congestion as each node will be listening for 
beacons and processing each one that it can hear.  An additional reason why the large area 
performed poorly in comparison to the smaller areas is that when a parent closer to the sink in a 
longer chain of nodes loses its link the rest of the nodes will have lost their ability to forward 
their packets as well, further lowering the PRR. Following the theme of inability to connect 
































from the sink and are unable to reconnect because a group of nodes are isolated in a corner of 
the field. The random movement of the nodes means that there is a change that some nodes 
may stay isolated for periods of time. The major limiting factor here is the radio range of the 
nodes, increasing concentration of nodes does not indicate better connectivity but rather 
additional disruptions. Since the nodes have small radio ranges but must perform in a large area 
the long chains of nodes that are required to maintain connectivity means that packets send 
from a child furthest from the sink has that many more chances to be interfered with, 
transmitted with errors or dropped entirely. 
In the small network the radio range is comparatively large compared to the field area which 
means that the packets have a higher chance to reach the sink, which is evident by the high PRR 
seen in Figure 10. The medium network performs admirably for the size and quantity of nodes, 
and is reliant more equally on the routing of the protocol and the radio ranges. Regardless of 
the volume of nodes both the small and medium networks performed with little to no 
performance loss as the number of nodes increase in the simulation. 
4.5 Parent Selection and Beacon Broadcasting 
A quick look at the Beacon broadcast results for the three field size simulations show in Figure 
13 the small area network, that the nodes have been broadcasting their beacons excessively 
especially in comparison to the medium and large area networks Figure 15 and Figure 17 
respectively which had much lower beacons broadcast. This can be attributed to an increase in 





Figure 13: Average number of Beacon Transmissions per node in a 50mx50m area 
 
Figure 14: Average Number of Parent Changes per node in a 50mx50m area 
The smaller area provides few trajectories to choose from especially since the nodes reach the 













































































means that parents must update their children with new ETX values. However since there were 
fewer nodes in the network and the radio range was large enough to generally keep the parent 
within range there was in comparison very few parent changes, which can be seen in Figure 14. 
Only at higher speeds were there additional changes in parent however this can be attributed to 
more frequent directional changes that caused very large changes to the ETX values, sufficient 
enough to exceed the minimum required improvement to select a new parent. Furthermore 
since there are fewer neighbours in the small area network there is a high chance that a 
neighbour with a poor ETX could have replaced the worst case neighbour in the neighbour table. 
This would mean that the trickle algorithm would have been reset to the minimum interval 
beacon transmit time more often causing an increase in beacons being broadcast. 
 




















































Figure 16: Average Number of Parent Changes per node in a 100mx100m area 
Conversely in the medium and large networks, there is many more nodes that can be selected 
meaning that it would be harder to replace a node in the neighbour table especially if more are 
selected traveling in the same direction. Since nodes in the larger networks were not being 
removed from the neighbour table the trickle algorithm had the opportunity to approach their 
maximum beacons transmit time, thus lowering the amount of beacons broadcast. However due 
to the larger areas and limited radio range there were more opportunities for nodes to leave 



























Figure 17: Average number of Beacon Transmissions per node in a 150mx150m area 
 
 












































































4.6 Packet Drops at the Radio Layer 
Measuring the performance of packet failures with DP-CTP at the radio layer allows for a cost 
benefit analysis of the quantity of nodes versus the interference caused by additional nodes and 
the effect they have on the successful reception of packets. Thermal Noise is calculated by 
Castalia as the number of packets dropped without interference or bit errors. Figure 19 shows 
how the increase in nodes lowers the amount of packets failed due to Thermal Noise or bit 
errors. It is easy to point out that the more nodes in a network there are the lower the thermal 
noise is a factor in the loss of packets, this is also attributed to the additional interference that 
occurs with more nodes in a network. 
 
 






























































Figure 20: Percent Packets failed due to Interference 
As can be seen in Figure 20 however the increase of nodes does mean an increase of 
interference which regrettably means an increase of failed packets due to interference. 
Therefore there is a clear trade-off for the quantity of nodes and the amount of packet failures 
due to interference. However looking at the values of packet failures due to interference for the 
large area 150x150m area the amount of nodes increased does not have a linear relationship, in 
fact if the area can support additional nodes i.e. the nodes are more dispersed interference can 
be mitigated, however this would be at the cost of packet reception ratio as the more nodes 
there are the longer the paths the packets have to follow the more chances for packets to be 
lost along the path. 
4.7 Packet Drops  
Interference and thermal noise are not the sole cause of packet drops, the routing layer contains 
a few issues that can cause many packets to be dropped, especially when the number of nodes 
in a network are very high. 
Figure 21 shows that the average number of dropped packets due to a busy node increases as 






















































nodes. The 150x150 area contains 225 nodes at its highest ratio and although nodes further 
away from the sink would be less busy because they have to forward fewer packets the further 
they are from the sink. As such the most number of packets dropped occur closer to the sink as 
the number of possible parents shrink to just a few that are within 1 hop of the sink. It is 
important to point out that because the value shown below is the average it does not mean that 
the all the nodes experienced the same number of packets lost due to being busy, but that the 
number of dropped packets increases the closer to the sink a node is. 
 
 
Figure 21: Average Number of Dropped Packets Due to Busy Node 
It is evident that on the largest area with the most number of nodes speed does have an impact 
however the slower speed has the most number of dropped packets, this could be attributed to 





























































additional congestion. Note for these simulation on average each node sends 100 data packets, 
and the average number of dropped packets number less than 7. 
Figure 22 shows that the number of dropped packets increases as the density increases. This is 
mainly caused by increased interference as more nodes exist the more the packets are 
broadcast which in turn means more collisions occur. This is more evident with the larger 
150x150 meter area where approximately 40 packets on average are dropped. Meaning the 
denser networks suffer from increased interference, as well as overflowed buffers due to the 
large throughput of the network. In the case of the 50x50m area the number of nodes is low 
enough such that interference plays a minimal role, and the volume of the buffers is larger than 
the throughput. 
 
Figure 22: Average Number of Packets Dropped Due to Maximum Retries 
The number of times congestion back offs occurred throughout the simulations can be seen in 





























































an obvious strong correlation of the number of nodes and the affect it has on the buffers of the 
nodes, specifically nodes that are 1 hop from the sink which are responsible for all of the data 
packets that are supposed to reach the sink. In the case of the larger networks 1 hop is not the 
only choke point, as the volume of packets sent can even cause congestion bake-offs to occur 
just as often at 2 and 3 hops from the sink. Since the nodes change their parents less often data 
has transmitted has a steady path to the sink which causes the buffers to fill and causes the back 
offs. Additionally the nodes are distributed uniformly across the field, which means at the 
beginning of the simulation there is no concentration of communication, however with mobility 
the nodes tend to gather in small areas for a portion of time which causes mass beacon and data 
packets to be broadcast which affect any node in the vicinity. Even if a node is not the intended 
target of the packet, it will still be collected and analyze to determine what is to be done with it. 
Congregations of nodes in this fashion can cause mass congestion back-off commands to be 
broadcast. 
 




















































Figure 24: Average Number of Channel Not Clear Responses 
 
4.8 Comparison with M-Leach and GGF 
Looking at a simple comparison between some of the more popular protocols utilizing different 
topologies M-Leach, DP-CTP and GGF in Figure 25, Figure 26, and Figure 27 it can be seen that 
DP-CTP outperforms the other algorithms in terms of Packet Reception Ratio. Looking at M-
LEACH the PRR that it experiences is quite low, this is not usually the case for M-LEACH however 
M-LEACH is not a multihop protocol as such it is limited to the range of the cluster head and 
sink, assuming that the cluster head is 30m away from the sink the furthest this network can 
reach is 60m from a sensing node, this means that there are numerous nodes in an area that are 
unable to send their payloads. This affects the PRR because it is based on the expected number 
of packets to be sent versus the total number of unique packets received by the sink. The 
variation in the slightly higher speeds and PRR that is received for M-LEACH can be attributed to 



















































Continuing the comparison, GGF was run in two different styles, the first where all nodes were 
mobile except the sink and the second where all the nodes were static while the sink was 
mobile. The first method where all nodes were mobile while the sink was static had poor PRR, 
this could be attributed to the fact that each node had to constantly update the location of its 
neighbours to determine to whom to forward, and because the sink was broadcasting the same 
location the further away a node was from the sink the less exact it could determine its own 
location. When the sink was mobile but all nodes were static the PRR performance was much 
improved, again this can be attributed to the fact that the sink could more rapidly update the 
nodes in the network with its location and because the nodes are static they were able to better 
pin point their own locations and not have to update their neighbour table compared to a 
volatile scenario.  
The purpose of comparing DP-CTP against these other popular protocols that utilize different 
topologies was to observe how well DP-CTP fared against other established protocols that 
tackled the problem of mobility in WSNs.  
 




























Number Of Nodes 
DPCTP 3 m/s
M-Leach 3 m/s
GGF Static Sink 3m/s




Figure 26: Packet Reception Ratio Comparison 4m/s  
 
 





























Number Of Nodes 
DPCTP 4 m/s
M-Leach 4 m/s
GGF Static Sink 4m/s



























Number Of Nodes 
DPCTP 5 m/s
M-Leach 5 m/s
GGF Static Sink 5m/s




Conclusion and Future Work 
In this thesis Directional Preference Collection Tree Protocol was created which is a modification 
to the CTP protocol. It was created in an attempt to improve the performance of a multihop 
algorithm by way of improving the longevity of connections in a network and reduce the 
number of times branches in the tree required rebuilding.  
A simple performance analysis was conducted on CTP and DP-CTP to compare the performance 
of the two algorithms. The results from the simulations showed that DP-CTP improved the 
performance of the network by lowering the number of parent changes which allowed for the 
network to stay stable for longer, the tree structure however required an initial stabilization 
period while the nodes learned what their directions were. This also improved the packet 
reception ratio of the network as nodes could focus on forwarding data for longer instead of 
searching for new parents.  It was also found that the modifications to DP-CTP allowed for the 
trickle algorithm to keep beacon updates to a minimum by setting the beacon intervals higher 
values which reduced overhead and allowed for less interference. 
Additionally performance analysis of DP-CTP was conducted. It was determined that although 
DP-CTP performs better than CTP, there are limitations such that as the volume of nodes in the 
network increases performance decreases, there is for each network area a number of nodes 
that is ideal, too few nodes and there is not enough coverage, to many and the interference 
caused by the additional noise can prevent successful communication. It was also concluded 
that there can occur an issue with large volume of nodes and the number of dropped packets 
due to busy nodes, the nodes that are closer to the sink experience large number of packets to 
be forwarded and the buffer that holds them is incapable of collecting and forwarding them in a 
quick enough time. As such either the buffer should be increased, or an aggregation system 
should be implemented. 
A comparison against M-Leach was also conducted. M-Leach utilizes scheduling to prevent or 
lower the effects of collisions and interference, and it was shown that the packets that are sent 
by the radio more of them are successfully received by their cluster heads. However because M-
Leach does not support multihop the application layer reports fewer data packets received by 
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the sink. There is a trade-off between Tree based algorithms and clustering algorithms such as 
M-Leach and DP-CTP. For clustering algorithms in order to have complete coverage of an area 
radio range is the limitation which required additional power usage. Tree based algorithms have 
a limitation to the number of nodes they can directly support due to the number of packets that 
need to be forwarded especially near the sink where nodes can be overloaded, an increase in 
buffer can allow for fewer packet drops but would again require additional power. In both cases 
in order to accommodate larger areas the algorithms require different changes to perform 
better both of which would result in an increase in power consumption. If however DP-CTP 
aggregated data then the number of packets sent would be reduced thus possibly reducing the 
congestion occurring near the sink, while not having a large impact on power consumption.  
For future work and development of DP-CTP, comparison and analysis utilizing energy as a 
metric would be worthwhile, this thesis utilized PRR as various simulators were used to compare 
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